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S Symbols 

 
Sacred Guru or Teacher (IS) - pelican; snow top mountain; string of pearls or jewels.  A teacher 

clothed in white garment surrounded by diamond-like light is an etheric guru of the highest 

order. A teacher with the lower part of his garment colored from the rosy earth ether, the upper 

part of the garment diamond-like, is a teacher still living within the reach of gravity, as in the 

First Heaven or Second Heaven - such teachers only come to advanced initiates. 

Sage - for wisdom to overcome suppression and chronic diseases such arthritis, diseases of the 

bones and of the liver; to enforce will power. 

Sailboat - Jesus. 

Saints (IS) - rainbow; seven golden chalices filled with anointing oil; seven golden steps; golden 

slipper; blue shoe or sandal 

Salamander - represents a fire hazard.  A salamander seen by a night dreamer indicates that the 

dreamer will be protected by the Salamander Angels who are the angel guardians over fire in the 

earth. 

Salmon (jm) - a devotee on the Path of Virtue.1 

Salsa (ark) - stimulation nectar for the lazy. 

Salt (320) - for attracting the saints and their protection during the full and new moon; to heal the 

etheric matrix of the kidneys; to cleanse, purify and protect from the dark.  (dd) character; too 

much salt is tamasic or static (selfishness2).  Salt in the blood is character.   

Sanat Kumara or Ancient of Days (IS) - all-seeing eye; golden chair; diamond staff; rainbow; 

throne. 

Sand - futility.   

Sand (quick) - warning of danger through engulfment in a situation.   

Sand (mountain) - indicates one’s own doing is in danger of engulfing him; dreams placed in 

unreality; unlasting situations; a smothering situation; a symbol of time.   

Sand (storm) - trouble and tribulation.   

Sand (waves breaking over) - astral currents.   

Sandy soil (under home) - “house built on sand cannot stand.”   

 
1Jonathan Murro, The Path of Virtue, p. 101. 
2Ann Ree Colton, God-Realization #41. 
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Sand (walking in deep) - futility. 

Sandy (path) - the beginning of a new phase. 

Sandal - indicates willingness as a disciple.  If worn with difficulty or hesitancy, indicates 

reluctant feet, or some conflict in clarification; (IS) Jesus:  Healing - Light Stream #6. 

Sandals (on both feet) (ark) - dedicated disciple. 

Sandals on both feet (upper-black) (ark) - ^ a dedicated disciple who accentuates the light; < 

dedicated disciple is walking a secret and dangerous path. 

Sandals on both feet (dark blue) (ark) - a dedicated disciple undergoing discipline. 

Sandals (huaraches on both feet) (ark) - dedicated tribal initiate. 

Sandals (red) (ark) - cosmos disciple. 

Sandals (right frayed) (ark) - indicates willingness and progress as a disciple is frayed through a 

careless attitude. 

Sandals (straw with black trim) (ark) - a will disciple who accentuates the light. 

Sandals (with wedged heel) (ark) - willingness as a disciple has raised one’s vulnerability. 

Sandal or Shoe (blue)(IS) - the saints. 

Sandal (on right foot): 

• Gold - symbol of spiritual progress. 

• White - a symbol that progress is being made in spiritual purity. 

• Blue - a teacher to be met. 

• Pink - a devotional attitude will be observed. 

Sapphire Stone - the tone of the superconscious sounds in the sapphire stone more than in any 

other stone.  He who wears it represents mind creation in God. 

Sapphire blue - represents the higher mind. 

Sapphire (in a dream or vision) - indicates that one is being initiated into the sapphire-blue 

tablets given first my Moses and then recalled due to the lack of preparation of his people.  The 

sapphire blue tablet relates to one’s having power to stand for the law and yet to be non-judging. 

Sapphire initiation - one must live in constant union with the archetypal light.  The light they 

emanate becomes the law in the life of those he contacts.  Such initiates do not force their 

knowledge upon the uninitiated.  They dwell in a constant state of alignment with the super 

consciousness or the Christ Mind.  In the Rishi teachings, a sapphire initiate is called a Jnana 

initiate.  He lives in a state of transcendental consciousness or oneness with divine mind.  (One 
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never sees a sapphire worn as a pendant around the neck in a dream because it does not express 

the devotional aspect of the soul.  A necklace or a pendant in a dream always indicates a devotee.  

A person in attaining the higher-mind alignment uses both the devotional and mental nature, 

expressing them as a total fulfillment.) 

Sapphire (IS) - Archangel Raphael; Master Hilarion:  Science - Light Stream #5.     

Sapphire Ring (Research #34, p.202) - initiation into the higher mind.   

Sapphire (ring on the marriage finger of his right hand) - such initiates remember this ring 

talisman in their dreams and call upon it for sustaining strength in the expansion and use of their 

mental light. 

Satin (ark) - pure and true. 

Sawdust (ark) - physical remnants. 

Scales (IS) - Archangel Gabriel, Archangel Michael; Master R (Rakoczi aka St. Germaine):  

Ritual - Light Stream #7; Recording Angel. 

Scarf (veil) - symbol of Divine Mother veil of forgiveness that she places over her recalcitrant 

children.  Also, a symbol of the dream veils of which there are seven. 

Scepter / Staff (ark) - symbolizes one who has the authority to mediate with righteousness. 

School - Hall of Learning, university of the night.  A reminder that one should apply himself to 

instruction in both the day and night.  The two facets of instruction - obedience and discipline - 

are necessary in both the world of waking and of dreaming. History (dc) - akasic records; may be 

from other lifestreams. Math (ark) - sacred geometry. 

School (faculty) (ark) - teachers who provide support in the learning university of the night. 

School (principal) (ark) - one who has the authority, power, and control in a learning university 

of the night.   

Scissors (ark) - taking decisive control of the spiritual life. 

Scissors (violet) (ark) - raising up, integrating, and taking decisive control of the spiritual life.    

Scorpion - a symbol of an unexpected offense; the symbol of reproducing something which 

seems to have been destroyed; the symbol of an immortal rejuvenation. 

Scream (ark) - fear. 

Screen (IS) - Maha Chohan. 

Screen (window) - screen of a window indicates that one is being protected from astral intrusion. 

Screen (television / computer) - screen of a television/computer shows that one is contacting 
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archetypal projected instruction. 

Screw - the law.   

Screw (4 silver) (dc) - offense of the law. 

Screw (4 in right temple) (dc) - offense of the law against the Father’s kingdom. 

Scroll - reading of the grace records.  Could be the records of the world soul or the record of 

one’s own life.  A scroll seen in the light indicates that one is to become a creator united with the 

grace records of mankind.  To tap the Scrolls of Light is to contact the archetypal worlds. 

Scroll (IS) - Recording Angel; Illuminati. 

Scrubbing / Mopping (the floor on knees) - a symbol that one is learning humility. 

Sculptor (ark) - a higher adept. 

Sculpture (ark) - symbolizes crossing the boundary of initiation into First Heaven through the 

process of molding, shaping and purification through the fire of initiation. (Note: look at 

symbolic meaning of sculptured form(s) and how it relates to the dream images surrounding it). 

Sculpture (gold leafed head) - spiritual power and reward from the level of the soul for 

manifestation of inner hearing through the guidance brains for the subconscious, higher 

unconscious, and superconscious soul memory. 

Seal (animal) - pertains to the etheric.  A harmless person who contributes to the world through 

sacrifice; symbol of an ending cycle. 

Sealed (document) ark - closure with authority. 

Seashell (sound of a seashell) - the sound current is inside of you. Some come in with more 

alignment with the sound current. It first may come as the sound of an object: as a bell, as 

raindrops or the sound of waves crashing on the shore, the sound of a seashell when placed next 

to the ear, or like a cord of electricity where we step into different dimensions. The Great Void 

will open certain doors that will take you to the sound current and the freeing of consciousness. 

Stillness is always a preceding necessity to receive the sound current. This can occur at deeper 

levels of sleep where we recharge and are made new every day to face the challenges we have set 

up for ourselves.3 

Secretary (ark) - an assistant; one who assists. 

Secret Agent(s) - one who has made a covenant to protect or perform some sacred tasks. (Look 

 
3Ann Ree Colton, The Mantra between the Chela and the Master. 
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at dream for keys to reveal the covenant or task.)  

Security Guard - a helper representing the Law and Will of God.   

Seeds/Herbs - all seeds and herbs are expanders of the selective palate.  In the refinement and 

sensitivity developed in the spiritual life, one must give heed to the selective palate guiding him 

to the true and pure resources of live-giving vitalities supporting his spiritual life. 

Seraphim Angels - initiate man into techniques of light whereby they encounter the archetypal 

ideas as given by the Christ Mind. Seraphim Angels lead the mind of man into the six 

dimensions or the door to the Third Heaven, where they are initiated by the Archangels in the 

archetypal light and the archetones under command of the Holy Ghost or Spirit. 

Seraphim Crown (ark) - the Seraphim Crown is earned by a perfected telepathic disciple or 

cosmos disciple who has successfully birthed a mind under Christ, opening the door to Third 

Heaven initiations. 

Serpent (crowned) with bird legs (ark) - one who has achieved the crown of illumination and 

spiritual telepathy. 

Serpent (Hippocrates’ Symbol - serpent on a cross) (IS) - Master K.H. (Koot Hoomi):  Law - 

Light Stream #4. 

Serpent (white) (IS) - Bodhisattva. 

Sequins (see Dress). 

Sewing - night ministry industry.  To mend the garments of ether.  To be making a garment 

shows that one is building his spiritual garment during initiatory processes in sleep. 

Sexual act - to dream of a temptress or a tempter, or to take part in a sexual act during sleep is to 

evaluate one’s own sexual chastity. 

Shark – an astral, black magician; a subtle guru predator. 

Sheep - a follower of Jesus; one of a flock of peaceful persons. (see Lamb) 

Sheets - indicates one is preparing for comfort, and/or covering.  When clean, indicates purity.  

When soiled, indicates sickness. 

Shelf / Shelves - plateaus or levels of consciousness in the astral planes.  Also, a symbol of 

support for the akasic records to be seen in the fourth plane of the astral world.   

Shelves (Old) - indicate the catacombs or a method of burial for the early Christians. 

Shelf Levels (1st) (arck) - relates to one’s everyday contacts in the physical world; also, to one’s 

outer or objective consciousness life and of his way of thinking on the physical plane. 
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Shelf Levels (2d) (arck) - relates to one’s individuality or ego, as one thinks himself to be; also 

relates to one’s secret vanities. 

Shelf Levels (3d) (arck) - relates to the mind and its functioning as a vehicle of higher 

unconsciousness. 

Shell - sign of the pilgrim; (IS) for St. James who teaches us to speak the truth.4 

Shins - are the telepathic receivers of new environments.  A sensitivity of the shins denotes a fear 

of new environments or places. 

Shins (clear water to shins) (372) - when the disciple dreams of walking in pure or clear water 

to the level of the shins, it is indicative that he is being prepared and insulated against negation, 

environmental telepathies of both the physical and psychical worlds.   

Shins (cloudy or muddy water to shins) (298) - an apprehension warning from your Guardian 

Angel that the initiate is approaching some unpleasant experience which will stir them 

emotionally and confuse them mentally.  A warning from the Guardian Angel will modify the 

impact of the experience and will enable the initiate to discern what is speaking to them in their 

present phase of evolution. 

Shins (pain in) (298) - pain in the shins denotes the disciple’s unwillingness to face new 

environments. 

Ship - symbol of a sanctuary or an environment as a means to spiritual way of life; also, a way of 

passage over the astral world into the spiritual life.   

Ship (captain) - the captain of a ship can indicate an angel or a Master who is the protecting and 

directing power leading one over the astral tumults, that s/he may enter into the spiritual 

precincts of higher instruction.    

Ship (old) - an old ship or boat in a dream means outgrown or outdated methods of reaching 

God. 

Ship (sinking) - a sinking ship means that one has reached the end. 

Ship (submarine) (ark) - symbol of a sanctuary or an environment that provides a passage way 

through the astral world as a means to a spiritual way of life.. 

Shoes - dedication; progress on the spiritual path. 

Shoes (army boots) (ark) - one is being led down a path to condition the use of his will.   

 
4Ann Ree Colton, A Ministry Annointing. 
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Shoes (black) - < the path of the divine feminine; > one is being led into the dark side of his 

nature. 

Shoes (blue) - one is progressing on the path in emotional, mental and spiritual peace. 

Shoes (dark blue) - one is being led into the path of discipline. 

Shoes (brown) - one is being led into the path of materiality. 

Shoe (brown suede) left (ark) - lagging from indulgent thoughts of materiality or soft living. 

Shoe (brown suede with water spot) (ark) - lagging from insecurity and indulgent thoughts of 

materiality. 

Shoe (brown & soiled) left (ark) - lagging from illness related to psychic power immersed in 

materiality. 

Shoes (Buddha’s golden shoes) (ark)- eight-fold path to spiritual enlightenment. 

Shoes (burgundy) (ark) - one is being led into the path of karmic suffering caused by physical 

offenses or lower astral gravity vibrations in other nows. 

Shoes (gold - walking in) (ark) - one is progressing on the path to spiritual enlightenment. 

Shoes (high heels) (ark) - excessive or unrestrained ego. 

Shoes (high tops) - if one is wearing shoes reaching to the level of his ankles, this indicates that 

he is being demagnetized through negative currents affecting the atoms of his feet, and that he is 

being prevented from receiving the benefit of healing currents moving upward through his feet; 

also, that he is thinking antiquated thoughts pertaining to progress. 

Shoe (left falling off) (ark)- even though one has spiritual potential, one is having difficulty 

walking the divine feminine path due to lagging. 

Shoe (right falling off) (ark)- even though one has spiritual potential, one is having difficulty 

walking the divine masculine path due to lagging behind. 

Shoes (losing) - to lose shoes in a dream is a warning to be careful of losing the spiritual path 

and the resulting progress. 

Shoes (many) (dc) - progress with other disciples on the path. 

Shoes (moccasins on both feet) (ark) - one who is walking a path of harmlessness. 

Shoes (moccasins worn with difficulty) (ark) - if worn with difficulty or hesitancy, indicates 

reluctant feet, or some conflict in clarification in walking the path of harmlessness. 

Shoes (orange) - one is being asked to fulfill an ancestral obligation. 

Shoes (pink) - one is being prepared to walk the path of devotion. 
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Shoes (pink with beige) (ark) - one is indecisive as to his devotional path. 

Shoes (pointed tips) (ark) - one is uncomfortable with the path one is being asked to walk. 

Shoes (red) - one is walking a dedicated path power charged with cosmic dynamism. 

Shoe (right falling off) (ark) - although one is making progress on the spiritual path, he is 

having difficulty walking the path. 

Shoes (ruby red) - one is preparing to walk the path of integrity and honor. 

Shoe or Sandal (blue) IS - the saints. 

Shoes (tan) - one is being led into the path of hypersensitivity, uncertainty and retreatism. 

Shoes (tennis)(ark) - dedication in combating the adversary. 

Shoes (tennis) black and white) (ark) - indecisiveness in combating the adversary due to karmic 

tendencies. 

Shoes (tennis)(blue) (ark) - emotional, mental and spiritual peace in combating the adversary. 

Shoes (white) - spiritual, pure intent of dedication. 

Shoes (tennis) white) (ark) - spiritual, pure intent of dedication to combat the adversary.   

Shoes (sole) black) (ark) - danger or death to the soul. 

Shoes (sole opening) (ark) - opening the sole of a shoe indicates that in order to progress on the 

path, the initiate must open to his soul’s promptings. 

Shooting (w/gun) (ark) - energy from negative speech. 

Shopping Cart (metal) (ark) - mental enclosure blocking spiritual nourishment. 

Shorts (Midnight Blue) - one is required to discipline their thoughts.  

Shoulders - appearing in a dream symbolize that one is researching the first or highest axis portal 

of the body. 

Shoulders (arm around you) (ark) - to dream that someone places their arm around your 

shoulder is a symbol that you will be upheld and supported in your efforts. 

Shoulders (arm around another) (ark) - to see that someone has placed their arm around 

another’s shoulder, indicates that they will be upheld and supported in their efforts. 

Shoulders (broad and substantial) - indicates that one can carry a karmic load. 

Shoulders (to carry a yoke) - on one’s shoulders is a symbol that one has taken up his cross. 

Shoulder (touched on left) - a symbol that one is being directed negatively by a subtle force. 

Shoulder (touched on right) - a symbol that one is being directed to the right-hand path. 

Shoulder (wounded on left) - a symbol that one is being attacked by a negative, subtle force. 
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Shovel (ark) - to discover, explore or research one’s nature. Note how the shovel is being used. 

Shrimp - a symbol of a small, harmless, astral inhabitant; an insignificant person. 

Sidewalk (walking on) (ark) - steady progress in the disciplines of life. 

Silk (ark) – represents the purity of the soul. 

Silk (pink) (ark) – a pure devotional soul. 

Silk (white) (ark) – a chaste and pure soul. 

Silk (touching) (ark) - used in night instruction to train one’s sensitivity as to texture in touch. 

Silver - manifesting moon power or vitality for cleansing, healing, and purifying with fire). See 

pg. 113 for more info. 

Silver (metal) - silver seen in a vision in ornaments or metals indicates that one is manifesting 

actual moon power or vitality for cleansing, healing, and purifying with fire. Silver is a reflective 

color acting as a mirror or a mediator when one is not totally prepared to receive the more direct, 

divine, prismatic cosmic rays stepped down through seeing.  This occurs in the solar plexus. To 

make union through the silver door of initiation, one must understand the laws of magnetism and 

their physical and etheric emanations. 

Silver Bullet – the projection of a negative Judas mind current. 

Silver (coins) - the moon’s power; lesser etheric body; the law of earning and spending; worldly 

affairs; a negative Judas mind current. 

Silverware - symbol of etiquette, refinement, luxury. 

Silverware (ivory) – a symbol of refinement of one’s will and manners.   

Simon - jealous, negative, competitive, wanting attention through health initiations.   

Singing - one unites with the cherubim angelic helps through the cherubim music. 

Singing (voice) - all wind instruments are related to the Lunar Deva Angels residing in the astral 

world.   Wind-instrument music gives penetration into the glandular system of man, creating 

certain moods and desires. In the night, mind and soul contact with the audible sound currents 

through music enables one to rise into the higher spheres and realms of light, making contact 

with the spiritual arteries of instruction. 

Sink (bathroom) (ark) – a cleansing initiation. 

Sink (cleaning the drain) (ark) - clearing out undersoul energies. 

Sink (down the drain) (ark) - losing to undersoul energies. 

Sink (kitchen) (ark) - spiritual cleansing initiation. 
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Sink (metal) (ark) - mental cleansing initiation. 

Sitting - not using your will. 

Skiing - skills in night flight. 

Skiing (water skiing) (ark) - advanced protected night-flight skills and a sign of victory over the 

astral plane. 

Ski Lift - a symbol of gaining a certain momentum for night-flight and serving. 

Skillet - see frying pan. 

Skin eruptions/wounds - on any portion of the face or body indicates that one has injured his 

self-countenance or image picture in the lesser etheric body, and that his ego is being penetrated 

by the fiery telepathic astral bacteria of the subtle worlds.  Such persons will find that the 

Guardian Angel is telling them that they are subjected to some person or condition in the waking 

world depleting their self-confidence and vitality.  One should remember to resist any person 

who would demagnetize his etheric vitality, for such demagnetization causes open wounds or 

penetrable places within his lesser etheric body. 

Skull (white) (dc) - symbol of Kali; dying to negative polarity of life; death to things of the 

physical; birth of the physical. 

Sky (clear blue) - clarity of mind.  A blessing from heaven.  A symbol of levitation and night-

flight. 

Sky (dark clouds) (ark) - impending storm of cosmic forces exacting penalties and corrections. 

Sky (dark clouds clearing) (ark) - clearing of the mind after penalties and corrections. 

Sky (clearing) (ark) - clearing of the mind. 

Skyline (vast city) - night travel.  The dreamer is incorporating content of a certain city, getting 

ready to help people in that city.  It is the greatest goal in night flight to heal a city. 

Sleeping Bag - (see Mattress). 

Sleigh (carriage) (ark) - taking advantage of timing with regard to spiritual transportation earned 

from grace in other lifestreams. 

Slip (black lingerie) (ark) - concealed negative dissonance. 

Slippers - progress. 

Slippers (black) - obstruction of progress through lack of will. 

Slippers (pink satin) - pure love; true devotional service. 

Slippers (tan) (ark) – represents growing hypersensitivity, uncertainty and retreatism. 
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Slipper (gold) IS - the saints. 

Sloth - a mystical, parasitical introvert subject to spurts of zeal; a warning from the soul to wake 

up and get busy. 

Smell (see nose). 

Smokestack (ark) - mental astral poisons. 

Solomon’s Seal (IS) - Master Serapis:  Order - Light Stream #3. 

Smock (white overcoat or doctor’s smock) - invisible helper or healer of the night. 

Snake - the snake is a symbol of the kundalini or spiritual fire.   

Snake (black) - indicates some latent unresolved primitive sexual attitude; a subconscious fear of 

sex. 

Snake (boa constrictor) - parasitical, possessive, subtle danger from persons in the physical 

world or from entity powers of the astral world, paralyzing and frustrating the physical will. An 

evil discarnate entity, or one who cannot reincarnate, in possession of a person’s physical will.   

Snake (chiding, teasing or laughing) - chiding, teasing or laughing indicates that the joke is on 

you, … and that inner spiritual knowing is to become your gift or prize.  (Research what area of 

your spiritual life this is referring to.) (See Watch Your Dreams, p. 132-3 for example.) 

Snake (cobra attacking) (p. 142) - a symbol of deranged psychical will.  Dangerous psychical 

force or inverted use of the will.  Danger from a hypnotic spell. 

Snake (cobra peaceful) (p. 142) - kundalini power to be opened. 

Snake (cobra head fanned open over one's head) (ark) - spiritual illumination; crown of 

illumination; opening spiritual gifts and treasures from another lifestream. 

Snake (coiled red or greenish-brown) - temptation in sex; a challenge to divert the spiritual life. 

Snake (golden yellow) - a sign of a celibate initiate. 

Snake (horizontal) - represents an astral force; passive mysticism. 

Snake (red) - indicates over aggressiveness in one’s sexual competitiveness; lack of reverence in 

sexual expression; use of force through sex; abuse of sex; malpractice through use of sexual 

magnetism. 

Snake (Python) - a sex dweller. 

Snake (upright visualizing eating a rat) (ark) - represents the use of spiritual power to 

transenergize a stubborn unyielding poverty or poverty consciousness. 

Snake (vertical) - when in a vertical position or standing upright, represents spiritual wisdom 
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and that the Kundalini power is moving upward. 

Snake (white) (IS) - Bodhisattva. 

Snake (white raised serpent) - generation power sublimated to spiritual powers; use of the white 

kundalini light. 

Snakeskin (ark) - transformation, metamorphosis, rebirth. 

Snow - always means death; frozen energy or matter.  An impasse.  An end of fruitfulness. 

Snow (capped mountain) - indicates contact with the Himalayan Masters. 

Snow (falling off pine trees) (ark) - indicates an end to an unfruitful situation related to 

humanity rooted in the time of Atlantis.   

Soccer - a Western Indian Atlantean memory. 

Socks - world progress on a physical plane. 

Socks (black) - world progress on a physical plane is in danger through obliteration of the will. 

Socks (darning) (355-6) - if one is darning socks, it means that one’s will actions must be 

mended. 

Socks (indigo) - telepathy from the Masters, assuring the disciple of his progress. 

Socks (white) - spiritual progress on a physical plane. 

Soda (ktk) - mental poisons caused by over-indulgence. 

Soda (62 cans of ) (ktk) - mastery of mental poisons caused by over-indulgence. 

Sofa / Couch - the lesser etheric body in sleep. 

Soiled (garment) - indicates sickness. 

Solar color (key to zodiacal mystical healing) (121): 

• Aries - fiery orange. 

• Taurus - emerald green 

• Gemini - indigo blue. 

• Leo - golden, peachy ether. 

• Virgo - Canary yellow. 

• Libra - opalescent. 

• Scorpio – crimson-orange. 

• Sagittarius - turquoise blue. 

• Capricorn - ruby crimson. 

• Aquarius - aquamarine blue. 
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• Pisces - violet. 

Solar Plexus - the third wheel or chakra relates to the area between the navel and just below the 

heart.  This is the center of the solar plexus and pertains to seeing or vision due to the sun’s fire 

gathered in this area of chakra.  The negative aspect of this center is greed, ambition.  The 

element is plasma; the sense correlating to it is sight.  The navel or solar plexus is the center for 

the Hierarchy guidance brain.  It contains the memory of Hierarchy forming and shaping of the 

physical body.  Solar plexus or lunar-brain initiation magnifies one’s response to the lunar rays 

acting upon the lesser etheric body. (For more info see pg. 244). The lower solar rays in the solar 

plexus fall like meteors.5 Until men function through their heart atoms equally with their spiritual 

will and mind, they will continue to undergo three outstanding phases of initiation:  primal-brain 

initiation through lower quelle or Center Q situated at the base of the brain; lunar-brain 

initiation through the solar plexus; the divine sun or gleaming-brain initiation working the 

crown of the head. 

Soul - the sun of the ego. 

Sound Current - the sound current is inside of you. Some come in with more alignment with the 

sound current. It first may come as the sound of an object: as a bell, as raindrops or the sound of 

waves crashing on the shore, the sound of a seashell when placed next to the ear, or like a cord of 

electricity where we step into different dimensions. The Great Void will open certain doors that 

will take you to the sound current and the freeing of consciousness. Stillness is always a 

preceding necessity to receive the sound current. This can occur at deeper levels of sleep where 

we recharge and are made new every day to face the challenges we have set up for ourselves.6 

Soap - to cleanse; the need for cleansing. 

Space (IS) - guardian angel lesson on the mystery of space. 

Spaceship (ark) - the ego; a time machine to transport one on a spiritual journey of self-

realization. 

Spacesuit (ark) - time traveler. 

Spaghetti - to indulge sentient appetite. 

Sparrow - symbol of mercy for the masses. 

Spicy (hot) - over-intellectualized attitudes toward instruction, desiring stimulation rather than 

 
5Ann Ree Colton, Consciousness Power. 
6Ann Ree Colton, The Mantra between the Chela and the Master. 
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wisdom; a desire to cover up an unreal situation; satisfying the sentient palate. 

Spider (brown) - a loss of possessions. 

Spider (brownish red) ark - a loss of material increases in supply by way of greed. 

Spider (large) - symbol of material increase in supply. 

Spider (small) -  telepathic manipulation received from a psychic person. 

Spider (tarantula) - a malicious and deliberate sidestepper who places the burden upon others; a 

malicious and poisonous slanderer who spreads the poisoned word without thought of its result 

and consequence. 

Spider (brownish red tarantula on forehead)(ark) - karmic suffering caused by other lifestream  

offenses where one had authority and maliciously and deliberately sidestepped by placing the 

burden upon others and/or a malicious and poisonous slanderer who spreads the poisoned word 

without thought of its result and consequence. 

Spider (white) - spiritual progress and prosperity. 

Spider (venom) - a poisonous person contaminating purity. 

Spider (in a web) - the symbol of a danger of being over-gullible. 

Spider (web) - a symbol of the medallion of one’s soul spun out of one’s own soul-light; in its 

negative aspect means the spinning of negative, restless thoughts. 

Spine (ark) - kundalini; the tree of life. 

Spine (yantra) - in the center of the spine is a fine hair called the Master Nadis.  To visualize the 

fine thread in the spinal cord is a yantra experience.7 

Spirit (Eternal or mind’s light of Jesus) (IS) - is always seen a cerulean blue light of cool peace-

giving, celestial fire. 

Spleen (in dreams) - a vitality source-maker or restorer of light and vital currents in the body. 

Spring - a virginal beginning. 

Sprinklers (ark) - astral initiation; cleansing of the life force.   

Sprinkler Heads (removed) (ark) - removal of astral forces, leaders or directors. 

Square - karma; abstract world; foundation; four bodies; obstacles; four dimensions or planes. 

Squares (black and white) - moves as ritual in the disciple’s body.8 

Squirrel - one who hoards.  One who is provident toward the future. 

 
7Ann Ree Colton, Transenergization. 
8Ann Ree Colton, Islands of Light, Arc Publishing Co., p. 99. 
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Staff (amber) - an intercessory symbol for Master Serapis (Light Stream #4). 

Staff (crystal) (IS) - a transparent crystal-like staff is an intercessory symbol for 

Master M (El Morya):  Will - Light Stream #1. 

Staff (diamond) - an intercessory symbol for Sanat Kumara or Ancient of Days 

Staff / Scepter (ark) - symbolizes one with authority to mediate with righteousness. 

Staff (shepherd) (IS) - an intercessory symbol for Jesus. 

Staff (white) - an intercessory symbol for the The Venerable One:  Devotion - Light Stream #2. 

Stage - initiation into new spiritual powers and spiritual expression; to appear before others as a 

spiritual representative; to be used by the higher worlds as an actor on the stage of life.  Seeing a 

play on a stage means that one should alert himself to what the play is stating as to his own 

karma and its pattern.  Also, one can gather important clues to former lives’ experiences. One 

should search for the dream code revealing what the lives were. Its lower aspect is when a 

chimera action is expressed on the stage in that one is a bad actor and is mixed up and is playing 

out a negative act in the play of life or living.   

Stage (behind the scenes preparation) (ark) - preparations for setting the foundation of initiation 

into new spiritual powers and spiritual expression. 

Stairs - to rise to higher levels of consciousness.  To climb through one’s own will toward the 

light.   

Stairs (climbing) (dc) - progression. 

Stairs (going down a flight of stairs) - indicates that the one dreaming is descending downward 

through the lower astral regions; indicates one is returning from night flight. 

Stairs (to left) - to climb to a stair on the left side of a building indicates that one is in danger of 

entering the left-hand path.   

Stairs (to right) - to climb to a stair on the right side of a building indicates that one is entering 

into initiatory powers of the right-hand path. 

Stairs (walking down) (IS) - a memory of returning to the body after sleep. 

Staircase (central) - to walk upon a central staircase indicates that one has entered the path of 

the Masters.  This is the golden middle leading the initiate directly to the Christ. 

Staircase (going nowhere) (dc) - cleansing the lower mind. 

Staircase to the left (hiding under) ark - indicates that one is seeking refuge by way of the mind 

rather than the heart.   
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Staircase (spiraling) (IS) - to turn right and walk up a spiraling stairway means that one is 

preparing to meet Master K.H. and to be instructed in the 4th Light Stream of healing the 

impossible; also, one is preparing to move into higher planes for self-research and akasic soul-

record research. 

Staircase (vision of Great Being at top of staircase) (IS) - Master K.H. (Koot Hoomi) leads one 

up to healing work; to be trained in night healing; to blend with Hippocrates’ ethic in healing; to 

learn etheric healing techniques.  A surgeon’s bowl and towel; a red ruby, a red rose, a surgeon’s 

scalpel; geometrical designs; the initiate is being trained in the techniques of etheric anatomy and 

solar light healing. 

Stairway (central red carpeted) (IS) - Maha Chohan. 

Star (ark) - a celestial body containing one’s destiny; the soul's destiny. 

Star (catching a falling star) (ark) - catching one’s soul destiny. 

Star (eight pointed) - Jesus. 

Star (five pointed) - the holy stigmata communicableness between disciples; raising of the 

senses; telepathy; the command center between the eyebrows. 

Star (six pointed) - matter and spirit blended; marriage of the emotion and thought; blended 

masculine and feminine polarity; power of transubstantiation. (dc) - emotional initiation to open 

atoms of the heart, mindfulness, listening, to be there. 

Star of David (IS) - Master Serapis:  Order - Light Stream #3. 

Station wagon (old) - antiquated ideas. 

Steel - scripture upholding the temple of worship.9 

Step (ark) - initiation. 

Steps - three steps indicate that one is being initiated into the three greater initiations:  spirit, soul 

and mind. 

Stethoscope (ark) - measuring the mental and will intensity of the ego in the lesser etheric body. 

Stigmata or Wound (right foot) - indicates initiation through the will and will power, its use, as 

it relates to the first chakra at the base of the spine. 

Strawberry - a morning touch of night dew or a blessing. 

String - one should be alerted to tie up all loose issues or to keep one’s word. 

 
9Ann Ree Colton, Archetypal Statements, pg. 396. 
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String (cut) (ark) - one’s word has been broken or is being released from performance. 

Sting - one is to be wounded by his own nature or someone close by. 

Stocks (ark) - investment of energy or soul grace. 

Stockings (beige nylons) (ark) - neutral thoughts. 

Stockings (black) (ark) - negative thoughts. 

Stockings (gray) - depressed thoughts due to non-use of will. 

Stockings (white lace) (ark) - pure spiritual thoughts. 

Stockings / Nylons (tan) ark - uncertain thoughts. 

Stomach (301) - to dream of a stomach symbolizes that one has a strong desire to be mothered or 

has need to find security through the mother-principle. 

Stomach (in blue, white or rosy light) (301) - indicates that one is assimilating his lessons and is 

acquiring the quality of tenderness. 

Storm - cosmic forces taking over one’s life, exacting penalties and corrections.  A storm at sea 

indicates that one has opened an astral current out of timing and is in physical danger. 

Stone (amethyst) (IS) - Master R (Rakoczi aka St. Germaine):  Ritual - Light Stream #7. 

Stone (block) (dc) - obstacles on the path. 

Stone or rock - Latent strength as to small matters; a memory of the ancient retribution laws of 

stoning. Also, a symbol that one is in danger of stumbling against a stone, or some issue that is 

painful.  Rock house, rock castle or rock building represents primal reliance upon etheric laws. 

Stone (touching) - used in night instruction to train one’s sensitivity as to texture in touch. 

Store (Merchant scene) (dc) - tested by money; paying the price for the great spiritual pearl. 

Stove / Oven - protection during foundational cleansing. 

Stove (cooking in oven) - undergoing purification of foundations in a protected environment.   

Strawberries - a morning touch of night dew or a blessing. 

Stream (ark) - stream of consciousness. 

Street (ktk) - a traditional path. 

Street (crossing the street) (ark) - crossing over to another traditional path. 

Stretcher (ark) - to lay on a rolling stretcher symbolizes that one is in a dying state or state of 

inertia due to unresolved karma..   

String - one should be alerted to tie up all loose issues or to keep one’s word. 

Suede / Leather (ark) - ^ affluent; < soft; indulgent. 
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Suffering (witness to) - one is becoming sensitized to a more tender reaction to pain. 

Sugar - indulgence. 

Suit (ark) - image; outer facade. 

Suit (black) (ark) - one’s outer image or facade is seen to warn of secrecy, death or danger 

through destruction of the will. 

Suit (black and white) (ark) - one’s outer image or facade relates to polarities in terms of black 

and white; the letter of the law, rather than the spirit of the law. 

Suit (dark blue) - Saturn-ruled; means a slowdown in evolvement and more discipline; with 

odors, means the physical body needs purification. 

Suit (pinstriped) - change or transition of a spiritual nature. 

Suitcase (dc) - grace. 

Summer - a harvest time and its rewards; (b) a dramatic and fortunate ending of a situation. 

Sun - communing with the Christ.  Researching the inner core of the earth. 

Sun (inside of pyramid) - symbolic of the Niscience archetype. 

Sunbathing (ark) - cleansing while communing with the Christ. 

Sunburn - abuse of the etheric body; using the psychic too much; too much zeal; too much 

ambition and curiosity. Trying to open the third eye out of timing. 

Sunflower - symbol of a sun initiate; of courage; obedience. 

Sunlight (ark) - enlightened by the Christ. 

Sunlight (touching rays of) (ark) - night instruction to train one’s sensitivity in communing with 

the Christ. 

Sunrise (IS) - Archangel Raphael; (spring); (ark) the beginning of a new cycle. 

Sunset (ark) - the end of a cycle; Archangel Michael; autumn. 

Surfing (water) - protection in night-flight over the astral planes; sign of victory over the astral. 

Surfing (road) ark - protection from danger while riding an astral or emotional wave on the 

path; sign of victory over the astral. 

Surgeon’s Bowl and White Towel (IS) - Master K.H. (Koot Hoomi):  Law - Light Stream #4. 

Surgery (hip or thigh) (ark) - surgery upon the hip or thigh is a symbol that one is being freed 

from lack of self-control over his sexual and personal will in order to gain poise and equanimity. 

Surgery (organs) - surgery upon any organ of the body in a dream is a symbol that one is being 

freed from some mental fault or emotional obstacle standing in the way of spiritual progress. 
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(Surgery is an elimination procedure; elimination dreams sometimes mean that one must be 

cleansed of needless conversation.) 

Surgery (sexual organs) - this is a symbol that he should be prepared for certain external 

restraints upon his sexual expression, that he may become more conservative and reverent in the 

sexual act; such dreams can also signify self-mutilation in a former life. 

Suspenders (red) (ark) - cosmic support to be spiritually dedicated and creative. 

Swamp - reveals that one is caught in a slimy, stagnating astral action.  Also, indicates atavistic 

guilt collected in the lower subconscious.   

Swamp (with trees cut down) - to see a swamp in a dream with trees cut down in the swamp 

indicates blood guilt or remembrance of taking of life in another life. 

Sweden (ark) – to dream of living in Sweden suggests that one has reached a place of neutrality 

in relationship to hostile or warring thoughts; peace loving. 

Symbols - the cosmic communicable keys bridging space and time, enabling the intuitive and 

illuminative faculties of the soul to take command of the mind, that one may unite with the 

design of God. (Watch Your Dreams, p. 71). Only the pure in heart may cross the thresholds of 

symbology interpretation.  The good intuit the language of the symbol, yet know not the sacred 

combining of ritual, sound and imaging.  The pure, being devoid of expectancy of magic, step by 

step, open the portals of symbology interpretation.  All symbols portraying nature are sacred.  

All symbols representing sentient or animal life are reverent.  All symbols portraying a higher 

consciousness life are holy. (See Watch Your Dreams, p. 95-97 for the sequence in opening 

symbols, etc.) 

Swan - mastery over the astral world. 

Swan (white) - represents the level of the saints. 

Swan (brown) - represents a person who has the power to receive certain practical helps from the 

Hall of Learning. 

Swan (black) - a black occultist or magician posing as a peace-giver. 

Sweating (ark) - fire initiation producing an emotional cleansing and a release from tensions. 

Sweater - lesser etheric body protection. Symbol of the spiritual garment or the ephod 

breastplate. 

Sweater (black) - astral insulation. 

Sweater (white) - spiritual insulation. 
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Sweet (food) - indulgences; obesity lusts for food. 

Sweet potato - to satisfy home supports. 

Swim meet (ark) - a test to determine the strongest representatives of those who have mastered 

the astral currents and are true swimmers in the spiritual sea of life. 

Swimming - effort. 

Swimming (vigorously) - with a rhythmic stroke, reveals that one has mastered the astral 

currents and is a true swimmer in the spiritual sea of life. 

Swimsuit (ark) - preparing to make an effort. 

Sword (fiery) - the fiery trial or the consuming of evil. 

Sword (golden flaming) (IS) - Archangel Gabriel. 

Sword or Knife - in dreams it indicates the tongue wounding in speaking. 

Sword (held upright) - the Spirit of Truth. 

Sword (piercing the earth) - represents war. 

Sword (in water) - represents instability. 

Symbol (Uranus) (IS) - Master Hilarion:  Science - Light Stream #5. 

Symphony - to hear a symphony or to participate in symphonic music is to free mass karma of 

peoples, countries or nations. 

Symphony (great) (dc) - one is tuning into the great sound current opened in sleep.  Composers 

bring forth from this plane of great vibration. Ten sounds work with sound current which sound 

like the ocean waves which open the inner sight and are accompanied by beautiful colors.   


